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Outrage over ‘callous’ fire & rehire threat at SOAS


Chris Jarvis7 March 2024No Comment2024-03-07T11:16:49+00:00


The University and College Union (UCU) yesterday launched an indicative ballot on taking strike action at SOAS, University of London over fire and rehire plans…
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Israel not complying with world court order in genocide case, Human Rights Watch says


Chris Jarvis
7 March 2024
No Comment2024-03-07T09:44:36+00:00


The Israeli government has failed to comply with at least one measure in the legally binding order from the International Court of Justice in South…
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58% of Conservative Party members think Islam is a threat to the British way of life


Chris Jarvis
4 March 2024
1 Comment2024-03-04T16:14:46+00:00


A new poll of Conservative Party members has found that over half of them think Islam is a threat to the 'British way of life'.…
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Jenny Jones calls for Drax subsidies to be diverted into home insulation and renewable energy


Chris Jarvis
3 March 2024
1 Comment2024-03-03T13:36:37+00:00


Green Party peer Jenny Jones has called for the billions of pounds currently being used to subsidise Drax Power Station to be used for insulating…
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Hungarian government accused of ‘systematic attack on the rule of law’


Chris Jarvis
29 February 2024
No Comment2024-02-29T16:11:48+00:00


Leading NGO Human Rights Watch has accused the Hungarian government of engaging in a 'systematic attack on the rule of law'. The NGO made the…
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First people convicted under Russia’s LGBT ‘extremist’ ruling


Chris Jarvis
26 February 2024
No Comment2024-02-26T15:01:56+00:00


Russian courts have issued the first known convictions for 'extremism' arising from the 2023 Supreme Court ruling that designated the 'international LGBT movement' as extremist.…
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It’s time for the Greens to reassess their role in the Bute House Agreement


Mariusz Cebulski19 February 2024No Comment2024-02-19T19:18:03+00:00


It’s been two and a half years since the historic Bute House Agreement (BHA) was signed between the SNP-led Scottish Government and the Scottish Green…
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Statement from six major aid agencies on developments in Rafah


Bright Green Editors
19 February 2024
No Comment2024-02-19T19:15:38+00:00


Six major aid agencies have written a joint statement on the ongoing situation in Rafah. We have published the statement in full below. We are…
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The Green League: Who are the Greens with the biggest social media following? – January 2024


Bright Green Editors
31 January 2024
No Comment2024-02-01T09:53:33+00:00


Every month Bright Green takes a look at Greens on social media, breaking down who has the most followers in the UK’s Green Parties with…
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A peace proposal for the Russia-Ukraine War   


Linda Walker
31 January 2024
2 Comments2024-01-31T16:02:25+00:00


'We will provide the weapons you need, this year, next year, and for as long as it takes.' This was foreign secretary David Cameron’s promise…
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Waverley Borough Council’s campaign to stop the drilling for fossil fuels in the Surrey Hills


Steve Williams
31 January 2024
No Comment2024-01-31T15:50:01+00:00


Earlier this month (January 9), we learned the proposal from UK Oil and Gas (UKOG) to drill for hydrocarbons in the heart of the Surrey…
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Why getting Siân Berry elected to parliament is vital


Derek Wall
29 January 2024
2 Comments2024-01-29T15:03:46+00:00


My aim is simple: I hope everyone who reads this works in a practical way to elect Siân Berry as MP for Brighton Pavilion. England…

























Support us
			Bright Green doesn't have big money backers or billionaire owners. We rely on generous people like you.


   Please donate to Bright Green now.  
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Radical, independent news is worth paying for. Click the button below and donate to help Bright Green grow:
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